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MAINE TO THE FORE!
Great Success of the Sportsmen’s Exposition
In New York, Only Emphasises
THE ATTRACTIONS OF THE PINE TREE STATE.
It is now over, is the great sportsmen’ s
show in'’New York; but the end is not yet,
for another season you will see lots of
new faces at the Rangeleys, brought here
by the impressions received at the Exposi
tion.
And they won’ t be disappointed—not a
bit of it ! No matter how high your antici
pations may be, Rangeley always satisfies
them—and adds compound interest.
Taken as the whole the show was far
ahead of last year and “ The Maine Camp”
was as much a center of interest as was
“ Camp Maine Central” last year. All the
papers of the metropolis vied with each
other in complimentary notices of the ex
hibit. The sporting journals, as usual,
made special “ Exposition numbers,”
R a n g e l e y L a k e s among the others.
FISH EKMEX

were as well represented, officially by J.
Frank Ellis and T. C. Pearce of the
United States Fish commission, and
among others in an amateur way by Percy
McElratli of the Century club, who camps
out every season in the Dead river region
of the Maine woods, and Thomas B. Stew
art, Julian Rix. and James N. West, all
Rangeley lake campers. Mr. Stewart, on
one cast last summer, hooked and landed
two trout, one weighing
pounds and
the other 8 pounds. He used a five-ounce
rod and the feat made him the champion
of the season.
In the Rocky Mountain log camp the
fiannel-clad company of guides made all
callers welcome, and Miss Crosby was the
hostess in the Maine camp. Near by the
Indians, Bear Chief, the squaw, Two
Bears, and a pappoose, sat before their
skin tepee in stolid silence. The Indians,
adult and juvenile, were wrapped in
blankets, and used the pine floor for a
couch, resting their backs against two
ordinary travelling trunks, a modern
accessory
that
somewhat detracted
from the realistic appearance of the
camp.
“ Hands Off!” a familiar placard at
other shows, was not displayed on a single
stand. In fact, the visitors sighted guns
and rifles at imaginary targets, tried their
hands at fly casting, punched the bags on
the athletic goods stands, sat in the cedar
and manganese bronzeskiffs, and otherwise
make themselves decidedly at home. They
were not allowed to “ heft” the silver cups
and trophies in the lone exhibition, but
this was the only exception to the “ do as
you please” rule. The loan exhibtion was
made complete by the additions of a large
marine painting by the late J.O. Davidson,
depicting a finish between the Vigilant and
Valkyrie, and the Palma trophy, the

handsome bronze medals won by the
American rifle team from the English, Irish
and Canadian teams. All these trophies
of the prowess of Americans on land and
water, in this country and abroad, teach
a lesson of pluck and energy that is worth
any taught by books.

of these men, for she limits the number of
entertainments they can take part in, and
the hours that may be allotted to each.
A few pf the visitors have managed to se
cure from Miss Crosby permission to cap
ture a guide or tw o for an hour or two,
say from 6 to 8, and last evening T. Freman Tibbetts and Ed. Grant were the pair
that were toted away from the camp by a
Mr. Smith, who has visited the Rangeley
district for eight consecutive yeai's. The
woodsmen were taken over to Delmonic o ’ s, and there treated to the best thei'e
was in the larder.
Tibbetts is a native of Rangeley village,
and knew the lakes when they were un
known to any but the lumbennen and the
Indians and ti'appers who wrere out after
skins. His mother was the first white
child born in the district, and it was con
sidered quite an honor to have him as a
guide in that country. He is the guide
whose picture is on the fi’ont page of the
publication that is distributed by the
Maine Centi’al Railroad, helping to hold
up
A STRING OF LAKE TROUT

that might readily be mistaken by one
who has never been in the Maine woods
too, was the miscellaneous section of the as a sti’ing of Florida tarpon. Tibbetts is
loan exhibition. R. E. Peary, U. S. N., the man with the landing net, and the
sent tw o walrus heads and a narwhal man at the other end of the string is a
skull and tooth trophies of sport in Whale New Y oi’k gentleman who managed to
Sound, Greenland, and the mounted heads land the fourteen trout in one afternoon’ s
of bears, the moose, elks antelopes, and fishing. The smallest of the lot weighed
Rocky Mountain sheep are loaned by tw o and a half pounds, and the heaviest
Lewis S. Thompson, S. W. Fairchild. B. seven and a quarter pounds.
G. Fairchild, Bernard Gilpin, Jr., and the “ Where did we catch them? That’ s one
Rev. W. S. Rainsford, the spoils of hunt of my secrets, and that is what brings me
ing ti'ips. The stage contained a gallery plenty of business during the trouting sea
of oil portraits of fresh and salt water son, which begins about the middle of
fishes, painted by William C. Hands, be May, when the ice in the lakes breaks up,
fore their color tints had faded, from live and lasts until the last day of September.
specimens caught on his own rod. He has I know a few pools that I found when! a
done for the finny tribe what Audubon boy, and that I do not let people know
did for the birds of America.
about, as a mile, for if I did they would do
Some clever feats of shooting were just as well up there without me as they
shown at each session by Miss Pauline would with me. I’ve been there all my
Cook, Miss May Clinton, and E. M. Gor- life, and am so certain of my fishing
dan. All used light sporting rifles, which grounds that I can always guarantee a
make neither noise or smoke, as nitro man a six-pound trout before he leaves
powder is used in the the cartridges. The the lakes, or no charge for my services.
exhibition was held on a high stage on the
“ Great Scott! but they are sporty fel
Twenty-seventh street side of the main lows in the spi’ing, when the ice first gets
hall, and the shooting was away fi’om the off the lake. There is one gen tleman from
crowd, which was a consolation to the New Y ork who has been coming up to
nexwous. They performed a series of fancy Maine every spring for about ten years,
shots with unerring accuracy. As a final and as soon as the ice breaks up I tele
act, targets formed of strips of steel, of graph him. He drops evei-ything, and
vai-ying thickness, so that each sounded a comes up and puts in a few weeks of sport
note on the musical scale, were placed in at the lake. That is the time for fishing,
position. The notes sounded by rapid I tell you! It just makes your blood jump
shots Horn a magazine rifle, the “ pinging” when you get a strike then. The fish are
of the bullets playing an air, which was hungi’y, and they are spry, too. When
fully as melodious as the efforts of the one hits your hook you know it. Your
Swiss bell ringers heard in the music hails. reel sings a lively song when a big fellow
The women shot in tuim at their target, gets hold of it and starts off to try to get
the duet resulting in a rendition of “ Home, it away. It whizzes like the noise a parSweet Home,” while the man shot out . ti’idge makes when you flush him, and he
“ Sweet Marie” as a solo.
pulls like a yoke of oxen. I ’ve been fish
In it’ s write-up the New Yoi'k Times ing all my life, and I sometimes get a
said: Invitations to go out to dinner are little tired of it, but in the spring, when
showered on the Maine guides in a fashion the trout are full of life and fight, I get
that would give them a fine case of indiges the fever as bad as any one has it, and I
tion if they accepted one-quarter of them. can’ t help taking a shy at the big ones
There is not one of the party but has met myself.”
anywhere from a hundred to a thousand
T h e N ew a n d t h e O ld .
persons that they have camped with, or
Advanced civilization, typified in experi
guided in the woods, and the city folks
seem moi’e delighted to meet their old ments with the new cathode rays, and
guides and talk over past experiences than primal barbarism represented by speci
they are to see their country relations mens of the fast-dwindling Indian ti’ibes,
when these take it into their heads to met hand in hand and divided the attention
of Wednesday’ s visitors at the exposition.
drop into town for a visit.
Miss Crosby is truly the. guardian angel Electrician Martin with the aid of the
INTERESTING AND REMARKABLE,
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Roentgen X rays, successfully photo
graphed a hand through a solid block of
w ood five-eights of an inch thick. The re
sult was vex-y satisfactory. A current of
30,000 volts was used, the hand of the sub
ject l'esting on the wood, underneath
which was the sensitive plate.
Two Bear, Blackfoot Indian, thi’ough
Interpreter Schultz, delivered a highly
colored history of his exploits on the war
path. A buffalo skin rested on his tepee.
It was covered with sketches of Two Bear
slaughtei’ing Sioux, twenty-one scalps be
ing his record. He began his sanguinary
cai’eer when a youth of seventeen, but
assured his listenei’s that he was fully repentent for his many misdeeds, and says
he is now a prosperous fanner in Mon
tana. He wears on his breast a huge sil
ver medal, presented by Thomas Jefferson
in 1801 to the chief of the Omaha Sioux in
token of peace and friendship. Two Bear
ran across the descendant of the old Sioux
who inherited the emblem of peace, and
blew his head off with a rifle.
His squaw is an attractive-looking
woman and the papoose was an object of
great interest to the spectators.
It was announced Wednesday that the
association had decided to offer champion
ship trophies in the shape of silver cups
to be competed for by revolver, boat and
yacht clubs, l’espectivelv,
W h ic h O n e W a s I t ?

(New York Journal],

The half-dozen gudes from the hunting
region of Maine attracted a large crowd
about the cabin and their illustration of
their mode of calling moose to destruction
at the hands of sportsmen was gi’eatly en
joyed. The guides are great charactei’s
and one of them tried for five minutes to
light his pipe from the electi’ic light globe,
which was suspended from the roof of
their log hut. They are also gi’eat at
“ yarning,” being veritable Munchausens
at the art.
Houghton.
Wednesday, of last week, a Fi-enchman
named E. LeClaii’e, who works for Mr.
Albert on the yard, was badly hurt by a
log rolling over him. He was carried to
Rumford Falls, Friday.
Mr. E. H. Hyer visited at his home in
Turner last week.
Miss Lue Vining, who has been working
for Mrs. Chas. Smith, has l’eturned to her
home in Avon.
Mr. Geo. Tuttle, of Andover, is building
a new house at this place.
The late rain caused some delay of trains
on the R. F. & R. L. R ’y. on account of
ice.
Some of the camps are about ready to
break up. H. R. Porter & J. Hodgdin in
tend to finish this week.
Mr. Goldsmith’ s family visited at one of
the camps l’ecently, where there are tw o
ladies.
The R. F. & R. L. R ’y intend to add a
new engine to their rolling stock soon.
O.
□ We still live in hope that, “ sometime,
som eday,” l-egular freight traffic will be
l'esumed, and some of our long-looked-for
freight will put in an appearance. Till it
does, however, our readers will have to
put up with white covers, etc.
Monday night’ s “ special” reached Ran
geley at 11 p. m.
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PHILLIPS LOCALS.
Archie McKeen has a new banjo.
The streets were sloppy on Friday.
Warren Saunders is home for a short
visit.
The schools in town are to begin about
April 20.
The streets grew sloppy and then they
grew icy.
H.
S. Wing, Esq., of Kingfield, was
town Friday.
There was a dance at Grange Hall last
Friday evening.
Geo. Dennison and wife returned home
from Athens Friday.
Sandy River Creamery is making about
OOOibs. of butter a week.
Mrs. Eva Bradbury purchased a piano
in Farmington, last week.
Numerous changes in the interior of the
brick store are being made.
Albert Sedgley has moved into the
Conant house on Bridge St.
John Snowman, and daughter, of Saunder’ s, were in town Thursday.
W . B. Hoyt, marble worker, is doing
some very nice work for parties in town.
Mrs. J. M. Wheeler and children are in
Auburn for a week’ s visiting her parents.

Five candidates for County offices in
town up to date.
Albert Perry has moved back to his old
farm in Kingfield.
Mrs. Ernest Haley, of Rangeley, is visit
ing in town for a few days.
The Grange have an all-day meeting
next Saturday. W ork in 3rd and 4th de
grees.
John Matthews is to move back to Phil
lips. He will occupy one of Mrs. Adams’
inhouses.
Rev. Mr. Ranney is detained at his home
by the continued illness of his mother, who,
we are pleased to learn, is improving.
The Sandy River Railroad kept men at
work along their line during the rain
storm keeping the ditches clear, so that
they were not troubled with the ice.
Cushman Post, G. A. R., will hold an
other, and the last of their socials, Thurs
day evening, April 2d. They will have a
baked bean supper from six to eight
o’ clock. In the evening they will have an
entertainment, to which all are invited.
The Ladies’ Relief Corps are also invited
to bring their aprons and hold an Apron
Sale the same evening. All the old sol
diers are invited to be present, whether
belonging to the Post or not.

W ater W orks iti Phillips.
The annual village corporation meeting
Among the most important questions
is to be held Saturday evening, March 28. to come before the village corporation at
Mrs. C. M. Davis, who was recently in its meeting, next Saturday evening, is the
jured in California, is getting along very question of water works for the village.
A system can be put in, and would be
nicely.
The Redington Lumber Co. employes putin, provided the corporation will lease
hold their annual ball, at Bates Hall, 20 hydrants at $25.00 per year each,
amounting to $500. per year, for 10 years.
Saturday evening.
To those who are paying high rates of in
C.
M. Davis, formerly of this town, butsurance, the increased taxes would be near
now in Southern California, is enjoying ly offset in reduced rates. Of course those
the winter very much.
who have the benefit of low rates would
Mr. John Comin, a student from An have this to make up.
dover Theological Seminary, occupied the
Water y^orks always indicate a go-ahead
pulpit aLUnion Church on Sunday.
town, one of the first questions asked by
Han Vining has returned from Range- parties wishing to locate in a place, either
ley, where he has been working for Mr. for a home of for manufacturing purposes,
Marble. The checkerboard at the Phil is, "H ave you a system of water w orks!”
lips Hotel has taken on a new lease of life The answer has much to do with the deci
sion. Other matters being equal, the town
since his return.
having
water works secures the plant.
Nearly twenty members of Blue Mt.
In the household the benefit cannot be
Lodge, F. & A. M., accompanied Dist.
Deputy Grand Master, N. P. Noble, on a over estimated and especially when pure
water can be supplied, as would be the
trip to Strong, Friday night. It was Mr.
case
in Phillips, even should the town
Noble’ s official visit, and the work was in
the 3rd degree. After which a supper was gryw to double its present number an in
crease of physicians would not be needed,
served in the banquet hall.
pure water would be a preventive of dis
The Superintending School Committee
ease which can now be traced in many
had a special meeting Thursday afternoon.
cases to the use of well water.
They instructed the Superintendent to
Every family would find it cheaper to
attend to the duties as laid down in the pay a few dollars extra, for water, than,
laws. Voted that tuition be 35 cents per perhaps, a good many times more for
week for pupils from outside the town, medical attendance.
payable the 5th week of each term.
It should not be a matter of dollars and
A.
B. Gilman, Esq., of Haverhill, Mass.,cents in opposing the move, the benefit to
president of the Phillips & Rangeley Rail be derived by all, should be taken into ac
road, was in town a portion of Friday. count; think of w'hat could be done in case
It is the intention of the management to of a conflagration. With one hand-tub
give the best and quickest train service, but one section of a fire can be attended
over their road the coming season, that to, with hydrants it could be attacked
their many patrons have ever known. from several points, and in case of a high
They are looking for a large rush as soon wind at the time such means would be
as the season opens.
absolutely necessary to protect other por
Dr. Rollin had a hard trip to Rangeley tions of the village.
Bear this in mind, water works are
and back last week. He had postponed
his visit twice on account of ‘trains not cheap at any reasonable price.
running. Thursday he took the afternoon
train. The heavy damp snow prevented
M i r r o r o f a T o w n ’ s D o in g s .
the plow from throwing it out, so that at
times men had to shovel it. The passen
The newspapers of a town are its look
ger car was left at Reed’s Mill, the plow at ing glasses, says an exchange. It is here
Saunder’ s, and the baggage car on Sluice you see yourselves as others see you. You
Hill. When they got to Redington they smile on them and they smile back at you;
ran back for the baggage car, and reached y.ou frown on them, and you are repaid in
Rangeley at 10.30 P. M. Saturday morn kind. They are the reflex of a town. If
ing the train was stalled at Rangeley. the town is doing business the newspaper
There was from six to eight inches of blue will show it in its advertising columns.
ice on the track and no possibility of get If the merchants are spiritless, shiftless
ting out. Hermon Huntoon took Dr. R ol fellows, whose stores are jumbles of junk
lin and a runner, and, with a span of horses and jam, the newspapers will show it by
drove to Phillips. They were ahead of the the lack of space they take. If you want
breaking-out team from Greenvale to the the world to know that you have a live
Small place, and never drove over worse town you can only let it be known through
doing than they found.
its newspapers.

An Autum n Night in th e Woods.

daylight, when he awakes feeling perfectly
refreshed and able to cope with any task
TForest and Stream.]
that may come to him during the comingDid you ever pass a night in the woods day.
alone away from civilization and all signs
He has spent a good night.
Cruiser.
of man! If not, you have missed some
thing which to me is one of the greatest
A R estigouche Bear.
treats in life.
We will suppose a man has been hunting
[Forest and Stream],
or exploring in northern Minnesota, and
Owing to the roughness of the country,
toward evening has come upon the shore
the difficulty in constructing totes or por
of one of those wild looking rock-bound
tages for the supply of lumbermen in cer
lakes so common in that country. He
tain portions of New Brunswick compels
looks around for a place to spend the night
them to use • barges or flat-bottomed
and selects a spot that is sheltered from
scow's, 60ft. long, 8ft. wide and 2ft deep,
the wind and near a leaning tree. He
carrying from five to seven tons, drawn
takes his hatchet and cuts a lot of boughs
up the stream by three or four horses,
and saplings. When a sufficient number
often 100 miles to the scene of the winter’s
have been cut, he leans the poles against
operations.
the tree about a foot apart and thatches
One morning late in October, at dawn
with the balsam boughs till is is thick
of day, thirty years ago, I left my home
enough to keep the dew off. Then he
at Dee Side on the Restigouche River, as
scrapes the sticks and rubbish from under
captain and steersman on the cabin of my
the primitive shelter and piles the remainown boat. Besides my crew of three men
of the botighs in their place. His appetite
I had as passengers my team of four
has been telling him that 'he supper hour
horses, and so used are they to beingis at hand, so he starts a fire and slices a
carried down the stream that they stand
little bacon and bread, puts the bread near
very quiet, munching their hay and oats.
the fire so as to warm it and toasts the
The morning was cool, causing the fog to
bacon till it is done to his taste. Putting
rise very thickly from the water. Around
the cooked slice between two slices of
an island a mile below7 our starting point
bread, he cooks another and does likewise
the river ran very strong, and at its lower
with it. Thus the advantage of having the
end I caught sight of a large looking ani
bread warm is obvious. He iss hungry
mal just stepping into the water. In a
enough by this time to enjoy this simple
few' seconds I made out that it was a bear
meal as much as he would a three course
crossing to a farm where previously he
repast in a down-town restaurant. When
had been on the mutton chop business.
finished he goes to the lake and drinks a
The weight of the barge in the rapid
deep refreshing draught of pure cool water
water made us go much faster than the
which in ordinary times is a thousand
bear, and with our three oars at work we
times better than any other beverage.
soon overtook him. As wTe neared him I
His thought then turn to his pipe, that
steered the barge between him and the
great companion and comforter of the
shore so as to cut off his landing. Seeing
woodsman; but he cannot take time to rest
we w'ere going to overtake him, I ordered
yet, so he lights up and takes the hatchet
my best bowman to stand on the flat tran
and goes for the largest pieces of green
som (which forms the bow of the barge),
wood that he can carry or roll to the fire;
having a long iron-shod maple handspike
then for that pile of dry driftwood on the
poised over his shoulder, and wTien I gave
beach. When satisfied that he has enough
the word to strike him on the head with
to last through the night he cuts a couple
all his might. When we got within 4ftf.
of stakes, sharpens one end and drives
of the bear I said. "N ow , Jack, hit him.”
them about 3ft. apart for the back logs to
Jack struck, but not sufficiently hard.
rest against.
He next rolls the two
The bear sank and the barge ran over him.
largest pieces against the stakes and puts
I had told the other men to be ready
the next smaller ones on top of them, and i
w'ith their poles the instant the bear was
last one on top of all. This I find to be
struck to snub the barge, as w7e were in
the best way to build a fire for a shed
about 4ft. of water. They did so. while 1
roofed camp. The fire has been badly dis
swung the stern around towmrd the shore.
turbed by the rolling of the logs across it,
This action threw the barge off the bear,
so he rakes the embers up on the first log
and he popped up about the middle of the
and adds some dry stuff, which makes
boat, coming u7eli out of water and mak
such a good light that he can see very
ing a grasp at the gunwale with his fore
well to arrange the "feathers,” Michigan
paws. The quick swinging of the boat,
ones, you know. When finished he comes
combined with his ducking, made him
out by the fire to enjoy the best part of
miss. How7 it would have fared had he
woods life, namely, smoking and thinking
made good his footing among the horses I
before the fire, studying the stars and
had not the pleasure to find out, as he got
silently worshipping his Creator.
He
a sight now of the opposite side of the
cannot understand how any person who
river and made for it apparently none the
has been in the w oods can doubt the ex
worse. We held the barge against the
istence of a Supreme Being that has con
current for a little until the bear was
trol of all nature, when even the savages
somewhat below us, then put out our oars
see it in. their every-day life.
and went after him. He had some 200yds.
Scientists say that the mind is clearer in
to swim, and we overtook him just in
the morning than at any other time of the
time before he touched the bottom.
day, but I think we are better able to
Again the word was, "N ow , Jack!” This
work out the problems of life before the
blow broke his skull, down went his head,
evening camp-fire than at any other time
the boys reached over and grabbed him by
or place that I know' of.
the rear, holding him partly under the
Our woodsman is growing sleepy, and
sloping bow, and the impetus of the harge
as his pipe shows signs of going out he
had drove us up on the shore. He weighed
knocks it thoughtfully against a log and
3001bs. and was in fine condition, both
prepares for sleep. Gathering his belong meat and skin.
ings together and putting them where he
In dressing him I found his stomach
can easily reach them, and adding more
quite full of something hard, but movable,
fuel to the fire, he turns in and sleeps as
and it turned out to be the clean-shelled
peacefully as if at home, w'here indeed he
meat of the hazelnut. Now, as the nuts
is, though lie does not call it so. Some
had long fallen from the bushes and been
times in the night he wakens with a feel
gathered by the squirrels, the rascal must
ing of coldness and finds the fire has
have robbed some of their winter’s stores.
burned very low, so he yawns and gets up
I may say that in my forty years’ travel
to replenish the blaze and have another
ing through the woods I never saw a bear
smoke. As lie half sits, liyif reclines, in
unless in a trap. Their scent is so keen
front of the fire he thinks of friends and
and their hearing so acute that they arts
loved ones far away, not envying, but
off before you can get a sight of them.
rather pitying them and their hard fate to
As for a bear’s footfall, you can see its
be shut up in a room, almost airtight, in
print in the soft ground, but never hear it.
the city on such a night as this. Arising,
F red. M owat .
he puts on as much w ood as he dares and
then lies down to slumber peacefully till
R axgelky L akes only $1.00 per year.
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A Cosy Corner for the Ladies.
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A Q u e s t i o n o f T im e .

I kissed her at ten,
For she said that 1 might—
We were children when
I kissed her at ten.
It is years since then,
But 'twas only last night
That I kissed her at ten—
For she said that I might.

We will suppose that the beginning of
house cleaning—which we agreed not to
call by that name—is happily over.
Order reigns once more in boxes, bags,
and bundles, and we breath a sigh of re
lief as we think that for another six
months, or possibly a year, this part of
our work will not need doing again.
But from one source and another has
been gathered a motley array of articles,
which, in order they may not disturb our
peace of mind, is best disposed of at onoe.
There are garments, still serviceable,
but out of fashion, that would once have
been hung away waiting the return of the
fickle goddess, which is almost certain to
come, sooner or later.
But alas! the past few years have
taught us that taking buffalo bugs in ad
dition to the scriptural “ moth and rust,”
which in themselves were too much for us,
the saving of such garments costs more
than they are worth.
Luckily, there are always good Samari
tans who are on the watch for such
things, and who may be safely trusted to
give them where they will do the most
g ood .
But haviug disposed of the clothing
question, there still remains a miscellane
ous stock, which as it is such a common
one, we will run over in imagination.
Worn out sheets, pillow slips, table
cloths and napkins will certainly not be
eaten by anything if they are packed
away, but they grow more useless as time
wears on, and just here comes in a sug
gestion that was made by a lady in one of
our State papers. The writer asked that
ladies would, so far as possible, save all
old cotton or linen pieces, however small,
and send them to the hospitals where they
are gladly received, being much softer and
better for use than new cloth.
Some of us can remember during the'
dark days of the war', when even the
school children were allowed to pick lint
during school hours so great was the neccessity among our gallant “ boys in blue.”
This picking lint always recalls a childish
triumph of the writer’s which befel thus.
Among the scholars were one or tw o of
those superior girls, who know just how
everything should be done, so one of them
told me that instead of laying the threads
just as they fell, we must lay them in even
rolls, with the ends matched, which advice,
it is needless to say, I did not follow, and
presently, acting under instructions from
headquarters, our teacher asked that no
one should lay lint regularly, but just as it
came since it was better for hospital use,
and there was, “ Wisdom justified of her
children.”
The war clouds have long since rolled
away, but there is still suffering that
calls for lint and bandages, and if, out of
our stores, we can furnish them, it will be
a pleasant thought that we have helped
ever so little in making pain easier to
bear.
Then, every thrifty housewife probably
has rolls of pieces thick or thin that at
some convenient season are to be trans
formed into rugs and quilts. But work
presses and somehow #the rolls grow
larger and the time never comes to begin
work on them.
Here is an opportunity of helping
another by giving the work to someone
who is skilled in such labor. In this way
you make two people happy, yourself in

seeing the long desired articles completed,
and your neighbor who thus earns a little
extra money.
Should there be bright colored pieces for
which you seem to have no use, is there
not some old lady or little girl who would
like them, some beginner with the needle,
or some dear old soul whose days for fine
needlework are over, but who still takes
delight in the combination of bright
colors.
I have come during a long series of
years to believe that hardly anything is
really good for nothing. Someone may
find it useful if we cannot, but usually we
know of some family, rich in children,
where the little things count.
A remnant of good strong cotton might
be too small for your needs, but for the
waist or band of some little garment
would be just enough. .And so with pieces
of dress goods, a little dress or sacque
may come out “ looking almost as well as
netv,” from thejmother’ s fingers.
Among your button bags would be odd
buttons enough to complete the garment,
and in this way you have helped the
mother not a little.
In fact, all sorts of things may go into
a box, where there are children, for after
the mother has made use of what she re
quires, there is still the dear delight of
“ dressing dolly” out of new and un
expected treasures.
Should you have books or pictures,
games or toys that your children have
outgrown, remember the pleasure they
once had in them and do not store them
away, but pass them on to make other
little ones happy in their turn.
B U Y IN G A V E I L .
W h ite

B ordered

T r y in g .

B la c k

F ig u r e d

Lace

Is

B e s t E c o n o m y in V e ils .

The veil of to-day is a most useful arti
cle of dress, and if worn becomingly tends
to disguise many an imperfection. Most
women wear veils (more or less gracefully)
and in many cases the veils may rightly be
considered additions, rather than improve
ments, to one’ s toilette.
Mothers of
families are much given to wearing nar
row strips of gauze covering the front of
the bonnet, and extending over the fore
head, so that their hair may not be blown
about.
Then there are quantities of women
whose veils reach only to the tips of their
noses, a styfe which is now passe; and as
many more whose veils are so narrow
that they are constantly drawing away
from their hats, or else not reaching
to their chin, so the eeffet Is equally bad.
Consequently the wearer of those narrow
bits of gauze pull them down over and
over again, until their veils are worn and
shabby.
There is no extravagance greater than
purchasing veiling. It is advisable to pay
four or five times the price of an inferior
quality, and get a really good article
that will wear indefinately and always
look well.
Women cannot be too careful in select
ing their veiling. To begin with, no one
who has a sallow or poor complexion can
afford to wear white, even when toned
down with black spots. A black veil is
almost invaribly unbecoming, when it is
perfectly plain, because it tends to increase
the apparent depth of every line or wrinkle
in one’ s face. Then, too, black veiling
with white dots or gold dots should be
avoided.
There are numerous veilings of black
net, in a variety of meshes that are becom
ing to every one and others of gauze dot
ted with atoms of chenile, or jet, that
are suited to most women out of their
teens.
When a woman looks at her worst and
is dull and sallow, she should wear a black
veil with chenile dots placed closely to
gether.
;
The veils so popular to-day of black
net, with appiiqued figures or flowers in
white and with a deep white border in
floral design, would demand Venus her

self. They make a woman’ s face look
spotted and blistered.
This is equally
true of the jetted veils, which are quite as
unbecoming.

3
TROUT - AND - SALMON

P r a c tic a l S u g g e s tio n s .

Hot water is one of the best remedies for
tired eyes. After reading, Writing or sew
ing for any length of time bathe the eyes
in water as hot as possible. This will rest
and greatly refresh them. H ot water
bathing just before retiring is also an ex
cellent I’emedy for sleeplessness.
When the season for fishing opens, I shall
When economy of space must be consid
have the
ered the shoe bag is invaluable. It should
be fastened inside the closet door and
made of duck, denim or linen. In addition
to the of row of bags for shoes there
should be other smaller bags for the safe
keeping of the various odds and ends
about an apartment which never seem to
have a place of their own. Now that the
delft craze is upon us a useful as well as
a good-looking shoe bag may be made of
delft blue denim, embroidered and bound
in white. Let the piece of denim for the
foundation of the bag reach straight
across the closet door. Sewn to this
foundation are the bags, each one bearing
a white embroidered letter and the whole
spelling the word shoes. Above the shoebags are smaller pockets in a row or there
are but tw o pockets, one in each of the
upper corners. The shoe bag should be
Will have all the old and most reliable
bound with with white ribbon, and will
be found most useful.—New York World.
flies and many new ones.
Plant slips can be sent by mail a several
days’ journey if packed in damp moss be
Also a very large line of the FINEST
tween strips of pasteboard. If well-rooted
and carefully packed, failure cannot be LEADERS made from the finest quality
charged to the sender. When received,
of gut. Leaders and Plies all tied by my
plunge for twenty minutes or more in a
dish of tepid water.
self.

F L IE S !

Largest and

Most Complete Stock

Of Trout And Salmon Flies
EVER

SHOW N

IN M A I N E .

Almost everybody likes fried mush and
hominy but it is too often served in a
broken mushy state. When any hominy
is left over from breakfast turn it into
something to mould, and' baking powder
cans make pretty moulds for a small
amount.
They should be buttered slightly and
the hominy all poured in at once so that it
will be firm. Cut in thin slices, flour each
slice and fry in salt pork fat until brown
and crisp. Serve with maple syrup.—
Boston Cooking School.
M O C K M IN C E P IE .

Three and one-half crackers rolled, two
eggs, one-half cup of butter, one cup of
hot water, one cup of sugar, one cup of
molasses, one-fourth of vinegar, spice to
taste. This makes three pies.

M rslH .D i
RANGELEY, : MAINE.
N ew

B la c k s m ith
Shop.

M rs. A lonzo H in k l e y .

Rangeley, Me.
COFFEE C A K E .

V/i cups sugar, X cup molasses, 1 cup
butter, 1 cup strong coffee,' 3% cups flour,
1 cup raisins, 2 eggs, 1 teaspoonful soda,
1 teaspoonful cinnamon, 1 teaspoonful
nutmeg, 1 teaspoonful cloves.

Having purchased the business and good-will
of A. E. BLODGETT, the subscribers respect
fully announce that they are prepared to do

General B la ck sm ith in g
& C a rria g e R e p a irin g .

M r s . J am es P . T o o t h a k e r .

Mr. Walker has had over 15 years’ experience
as a blacksmith and Mr. Lufkin has been a
wood-worker for many years, and both thor
The use of Ceylon teas is increasing in oughly understand their business,
the United States very fast. In the last
We respectfully solicit a share of patronage.

Phillips.

three years the importations have gone up
L. W a lk e r,
E. C . Lu fk in ,
over six million pounds. The teas from
Blodgett’s Old Shop, Next Door to Steam Mill
China and Japan are so extensively
RANGELEY, MAINE
“ doctored” that their use has fallen off
so much as to cause the importers great
anxiety and they are calling on Congress
to place a tax on all teas, in order to
shut out these impure kinds. People ac
customed to China or Japan teas, may
not like the first cup of pure Ceylon tea,
because of the novelty, but the second
they will find tolerable and after the third
they will want it and there will be no
more using other kinds.
Eight of the men who were digging ice
on the P. & R. R. R. went down to Dead
River Station Monday afternoon, and
after waiting without any supper until
eight o ’clock for the train, they were
obliged to walk home.

R. A. Merrow, Farmington, Me.

RANGELEY LAKES
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Horrible Accident at Weld.

Rangeley Lakes.

-t

Me., Mar. 19.
Wednesday morning, Mar. 18, at a little
Published every Thursday morning, by the .
past midnight the farm buildings of James
Barrett were burned. The fire was dis
covered by his son Orrison, who, after
HARRY P. DILL AND ELLIOTT C. DILL.
alarming liis. brother Frank, rnshed to his
invalid mother, carried her out and laid
Editors and Proprietors. \
her in the snow, as there was no shelter
Entered at the Rangeley (Maine) Post-Office, she could be plaeed under. The boys then
ran to the barn to get out the stock.
as Second Class Matter.
Three horses were gotton out when Orrison was overcome by the flames and smoke
• S U B S C R IP T IO N P R I C E , S l .O O P e r Y e a r and burned to death. All of the cattle,
In A d van ce.
sheep, swine and poultry were burned as
was the household furniture. The fire is
D ev o te d to th e I n t e r e s t s o f th e W h o le
supposed to have caught from ashes re
R a n g e le y L a k es R eg io n .
moved from the stove in the evening. The
charred body of Orrison was recovered
A D V E R T I S I N G R a t e s R e a s o n a b l e ,a n d w i ll but riot till the limbs were entirely con
sumed and the face burned past recogni
be m a d e k n o w n o n a p p lic a t io n .
tion.
The victim of the fire was a cousin of C.
Address all communications to
W. Barrett of Rangeley.
W

eld,

Rangeley Lakes Publishing Company,

Ra n g e l e y L ak e s , Rangeley, Maine.

A N ew B u n c o G a m e .

R angeley, M

e .,

T h u r s d a y , M a r . 36, 1896.

’TW IXT YOU AND ME.
The question of water supply don’ t
worry some citizens as much as where the
price of the next drink is coming from.
“ Editor Roberts, of the Biddeford
Times is throwing cold water on his
gubernatorial boom .” —Perhaps he hopes
to catch the third party vote by using
that kind of bait.
In the deer park at Togus the other day,
they killed 10 deer. This is one of the
Maine game regions where they kill deer
all the year round without fear of inter
ruption in the sport by the wardens.—
Bangor Commercial.
Not only Togus, but ——. You that
know can fill in the blank.
Waterville fishermen have beep particu
larly favored at Great pond the past
winter. Five-pound trout haye not been
at all uncommon and the anglers have
been quite enthusiastic over their catches.
Dr. E. L. Jones, the well-known Demo
cratic politician, is one of the crack fisher
men of the Waterville aggregation. The
doctor, they say, doesn’ t take a back
seat for any of them, when armed with a
fish-line and hook.—Bangor Commercial.
Been a mighty good man to have sent
to Washington in plum time.
A

B r a in

T w is te r .

A man takes a number of horses to be
sold at a fair. The fair ground is in four
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sections, not communicating with each
other, and each having one gateway. A t
the first gate the man surrenders one
horse for toll. Inside he sells half of his
horses, and, going out. gives up another
horse for toll. In each of the three other
sections of the fair he makes precisely the
same transactions as in the first section,
giving one horse for toll upon entering,
selling half of his horses inside, and part
ing with another horse for toll in going
out at the gate. After doing all this he
has only one horse left. How many horses
did he take to the fair!
PHILLIPS.
Miss Marion Noble is in Portland for a
short visit.
How they are rushing in the birch and
pulp wood. They expect thejbottom (of
the snow) will fall out pretty soon.
••The Phillipian” *as a name for a school
paper, seems to have been pre-empted by
the Phillips-Andover Academy, before
our High School issued theirs.

A new bunco game, new at least in the
neighborhood where it is being successfully
worked, is costing the farmers and coun
try storekeepers of Lame county, Or,, a
good deal of monev. The swindler claims
to be a Treasury detective looking for
counterfeit coin. He asks the farmers and
storekeepers to submit their coin for his
inspection. He puts on the silver dollars
a chemical solution which turns them
black, declares them spurious, and takes
them with him.
He also impressively
warns his victims that they are liable to
arrest for having counterfeit money in
their posession, and cautions them to keep
very quiet about the matter, thus helping
him along in his work of bunco.

A NEW YORK EP»SODE.
The

S m a ll B o y K n e w 94 /re T h a n
C r o w d a n d t h e T w o P o lic e m e n .

th e

A grocer’s wagon came out of a side
street and started across Amsterdam ave
nue, In the middle of the avenue the
horse slipped and fell. He lay across tljio
up town car track, and the wagon stood
on the down town track.
The driver jumped out and stood by
helpless.
“ Hold his head dow n!” shouted a roan
from the sidewalk.
Two laborers, big, strong fellows, were
passing. They sprang forward and held
the head of the fallen horse close to the
ground. Two other men came and sat on
the animal’s neck.
An up town car had come up and stop
ped. A moment later a down town car
was blocked, and both drivers went for
ward to the fallen horse and offered sug
gestions. The conductor of the down town
car caught hold of the wagon and tried to
lift it off the track. He was not strong
enough and swore softly.
A policeman came, and at his heels a
crowd. The horse was still down, and six
men were sitting on his neck.
Tho crowd increased. Two more cars
came up, and the four drivers and con
ductors swore. So did the passengers.
A policeman from the next post came
up on a run and attempted to scatter the
crowd. That made the crowd larger.
They formed a circle about the fallen
horse.
Everybody asked everybody else what it
was all about, am; the policeman said,
“ Get t’ell out o' hare!"
A small boy. with a cloth cap over his
ears and a roller skate on one foo:
pped
past the policeman and got inside the cir
cle.
The fallen horse had ceased to struggle.
Nine men were holding him down.
“ Say !” said the small boy in a piping
voice, and the crowd glared at him.
“ Why d’ell don’t youse let d’ hoss get
up?”
Tho men got off the horse and looked
foolish. The animal was on his feet in a
moment. The driver jumped on his wagon
and said, “ Gwau!”
The two policemen turned to the van
ishing crowd and said, “ Get t ’ell out o’
here!”
The small boy with one roller skate
caught the tailboard of a passing car and
held on for a block before the conductor
fanned him.—New York Sun.

T O U C H E D MANY HEARTS.
A L ittle

L i v i n g P ic t u r e W i n s
a n d P ie a n d C a k e .

S y m p a th y

He sat on the lowest step of the Park
Place station stairs, a poor little picture,
by Murillo. His face was wondrous pale.
It almost seemed transparent in tho light
of the electric lamp. His long hair hung
disheveled yet picturesque in tangled curls
clustering around his olive neck. His dap
had fallen to the stone, and he slept tho
sleep of utter weariness.
Wayfarers hastening up or down the
stairs paused and gazed on the sad picture
with pity. They looked at the drooping
figure, the ragged clothes, all bedraggled
by the rain and fog, the shoes, five sizes
larger than his feet; the little bundle of
wet and useless papers beneath his arm.
Some dropped nickels into his lap, others
put pennies or dimes into his gaping
pocket and passed on, smiling to think
how sly their charity had been, but the
lad slept on, unconscious, apparently, t hat
he had stirred up the best emotion that
humans know, the sweet wellspring of
sympathy and fraternity. Presently an
other newsboy whisked <iround the corner
of Church street.
“ Whist, Cheesy!” he said.
Murillo’s boy opened one eye cautiously
and then the other.
“ Hi, Bonesey,” he replied in a stage
whisper, “ anything wrong?”
‘ *Cheese i t ! De cop! ’ ’
The boys scuttled away in the darkness
and found shelter in a doorway half way
down the block.
“ Any luck?” asked the newcomer.
“ Grand!” said the pale sleeper with the
clustering curls. “ H ullychee! Dat’s de
best racket I ever tried. Beats weepin all
t ’ ell. Dey jes oome rattlin like a storm
of hellstuns. Let’s count up de house an
iee.”
The boys took stock of the pennies,
dimes and nickels which, with one silver
quarter dropped in the pocket by a gentle
man whose sympathy was tinged with
rum, made a total of nearly $1. Then,
whistling blithely, the little rascals tossed
away the remnants of their paper stock
and started off to find some midnight
vender of pie or crullers, with which to
feast their strange little stomachs, which
knew no such enemies as indigestion or
fear.—New York World.
N o t S tr a n g e r s .

“ As I was walking up Broadway tho
other day,” said Mr. Glimby, “ a man with
his hands in his pockets ranged alongside
and spoke as follows, or to the following
effect:
“ ‘ Could you assist me a little? This is
the first time I ever had to ask for help,
but I ’m a stranger in the city, and I want
something to eat.’
“ I didn’ t give him anything. I made
some commonplace reply, and as I was
walking faster than he I soon passed on
ahead.
“ I had to stop on the way. I was de
tained about two minutes. Just as I had
straightened up again on my course after
coming out of the store a man with his
hands in his pockets ranged alongside and
spoke substantially as follows:
“ ‘ Could you assist me a little? This is
the first time I ever had to ask anybody
for help, but I ’m a stranger in the city,
and I want something to eat.’
“ Moving along at his slow and uniform
gait, but keeping going while I had been
detained, he had just happened to over
take me. I made tho same reply and passed
on as before. I had one more stop to make,
and, just as I had returned to the street
and got started on, a maniyfith his hands
in his pockets ranged alongside and said:
“ ‘ Could you assist mo a little? This is
the first time I ever had to ask anybody
for help, but I ’ m a stranger’—
“ ‘ A stranger?’ said I. ‘ Why, how can
you say that? You and I aro old friends.’
And this time I staked him m ildly.” —New
York Sun.
W h e n t h e S ta te F i x e d H o t e l P r ic e s .

Bofore, during and for a time after the
Revolutionary war the courts of tho com
monwealth used to fix the prices of tavern
board and liquor, so when the sojourning
stranger from afar struck Richmond ho
could pretty nearly know what “ horse feed
and breakfast” cost. There was also an
assize of bread as well as of drink. The
price of broad was regulated by the price
of wheat. A fourpenny white loaf, a two
penny white loaf, a fourpenny brick loaf
and a fourpenny brown loaf had each to
weigh so much, according as they had oth
er ingredients) mixed with flour. In those

days a “ Boston biscuit,” costing 1 cent,
had to weigh six ounces and two drams
and so on. The connection between a loaf
of bread and 60 pounds of wheat at so much
per bushel has grown beyond the grasp of
the modern mind. However, in tho old
time in Virginia the custom of regulating
the price, or, rather, the weight, of a loaf
of bread by the price of the wheat of which
it was made was universal. So far as liq
uor was concerned, the courts used to fix
not only the price of a single drink, a
quart or a gallon of the stuff, but also “ a
i gorum of punch.” -—Richmond Dispatch.
IN A GREEK CAFE.
T h e F a r e W a s A t r o c io u s , b u t t h e C h a rg e s
W e r e I t e g a l.

Neither was Mahmoud with mo when
I went to tho Greek fair, within a mile of
the Sweet Waters, the beautiful fountain
and tho moro beautiful houris whoso eyes
shone large and luminous through their
thin veils. This day the air was delicious,
the sky like a delf plate, with puffs of
white clouds in high relief. For hours 1
watched tho merry go rounds and the ju g 
glers on their mats until I grow hungry
enough for even a Greek cafe—and it is n
brave and reckless appetite that dares an
oriental kitchen.
This cafe was under a tree, with a few
pine boards for a table, the galley being
within handing distance, with a charcoal
lire blazing. The abominations of stew
and fry and toastings were intolerable,
but I succeeded in getting a box of sar
dines and half a pint of native wine, a
loaf of bread and some raw tomatoes and
salt, with a bit of onion, which I gathered
up and spread out on the pine boards.
When the combination of chef, head wait
er and proprietor, all covered by one fez,
presented his bills, it amounted to a sum
that would have supported an oriental and
his family for a month.
There are occasions when your individ
ual pantomime is more effective than the
closest translation of your spoken words.
Mine to mine host ended in an abrupt
turning on my heel, with hands tightly
clenched. When the crowd began to take
sides with the Greek and matters assumed
an ugly look, I threw upon the ground a
silver coin equal to one-fourth of thu
charge. This turned the tide. T ':» by
standers considered the sum too appalling
ly large even for a Greek fair.— F. Hop.
kinson Smith in Century.

G r a n t K is s e d t h e G ir ls .

Kissing pretty girls has been a favorite
occupation of nearly all great men of ma
ture ago, military men being particularly
fond of it. General Grant was perhaps a
notable exception. This recalls an inci
dent which came under the observation of
the writer at Galena, Ills., shortly after
the close of the war. General Grant had
returned on a short visit to his old home.
A great crowd was assembled at the rail
way station to welcomo him. As tho gen
eral alighted from the train he was greet
ed by a procession of a dozen or more
young ladies. As the first blooming miss
grasped the hand of the hero she held up
her ruby lips—the lips of brave and tender
girls like this are always ruby— with the
firm but inexpressibly sweet compression
which every osculator recognizes at a
glance as meaning business. The general
seemed surprised, flushed slightly, glanced
down the lino of waiting beauties, drew a
long breath, and then, with the resolute
look of a man determined to fight it out
on that line if it took all summer, ho delib
erately and with praiseworthy impartiality
kissed every girl in the procession.—Min
neapolis Tribune.
H is t o r y o f W a t e r m a r k s .

According to Miss E. E. Thoyts, who
has contributed an interesting article on
“ Ancient Watermarks” to Tho Antiquary,
about the earliest date at which thoy wont
used was 1301. The paper of the first
books printed in England by Caxton bore
tho watermark of a small black letter,
which was used from the time of Duke
Philip do Romiero, in 1349. As the marks
came to distinguish various kinds and size
©f paper they soon gave their names to the
kinds of paper, as “ foolscap,” “ pot,”
“ post,” “ hand,” and other designations
still familiar. The watermark designat
ing “ foolscap” has been traced back to
1479. In the middle of the eighteenth
ceutury a figure of Britannia was substi
tuted for the fool’s cap in our country.—
Loudon Invention.

RANGELEY LAKES
A Three Days’ Outing of a H u s
tling Yankee.

With the Sportsmen.
Better Come to Rangeley.
[From the Chicago Record].
I know a grand, a glowing strand
Where sunbeams trip upon the sand;
Where eddies dip beneath the spray
And slyly lip the land away.
Across the beach the ripples reach,
With vocalings like childish speech.
And Zephyr sings his magic spells
Within the ruby-throated shells
That strew the shore, in endless store,
Like jewels on a golden floor.
I got these details from a book
In which, just now, I chanced to look;
A railway guide—a lovely thing,
With covers colored like the wing
Of some wild bird from southern shores.
Where biscuits ripen out of doors,
Where milk is grown upon a tree
And palm-leaf fans are wild and free.
And this book told, in words of gold,
Of all the beauties that unfold
Before the eyes of one who spies
This sunny southern paradise.
It pleased me so, I said; “I’ll go
To these fair lands of Mexico.”
But, oh! alas! alackl I find
That I will have to change my mind;
For I am “broke” beyond repair,
And 850 is the fare.

Sportsm an’s Exposition in Boston.

Game Commissioner Wentworth will go
to Katahdin Iron Works this morning to
hold, with Commissioner Oak, a hearing
on a petition to have winter close-times
established on Little Houston pond, from
which the trout are rapidly dissappearing.
This pond is located about a mile from
Silver Lake Hotel.—Exchange.
“ Leaf by leaf, the roses fall,” but isn’ t
it a good deal like cutting off a dog’ s tail,
a piece at a time, so it wouldn’ t hurt him
so much. Why not shut off all fishing
through the ice as has been done in Frank
lin and Oxford Counties? Make one gen
eral law and do away with a thousand
and one “ specials.”
F is h i n N ew

H a m p s h ir e *

The New Hampshire fish and game com
missioners have completed their annual
job of stocking the various fish hatcheries
with trout and salmon eggs secured this
season, which they state to be as follows:
One million lake trout eggs at Laconia
hatching; 800,000 lake trout eggs and 200,
000 land-locked salmon eggs at Newfound
lake; 130,000 brook trout eggs, 50.000 sal
mon eggs, and 120,000 white trout eggs, at
Sunapee lake; the Colebtook hatchery has
rbout 2,400 barent trout, both large and
small, and 300,000 brook trout eggs; at
Plymouth there will be 375,000 brook trout
eggs and 50,000 Loch-Leven eggs.

The great success of the Sportsman’ s
Exposition in Itfew Y ork creates a desire
among the Boston dealers in sporting
goods to have something of the sort in the
Hub. Arrangements are nearly completed
for this and the time will be during the
Railroad to Kennebago.
coming May. Boston is sb handy the at
Mr. Hilton, the civil engineer, returned
tendance from Maine will undoubtedly be
from Kennebago lake last Monday after
large. Tell you all about it later!
spotting out a line from a point on the
Phillips & Rangeley Railroad a mile below
A fox which J. C. Bishop, the widely
Dead River Station to Kennebago lake.
known Piscataquis county hunter, shot
Mr. Hilton says the lake can be touched in
ahead of his hound one day last week, is
a freak of nature being marked something a run of nine miles and that the most of
the grading will be very light. The first
after the style of a raccoon.
quarter of a mile will be the hardest and
Interesting F a cts about B arrett’s the first of the route will be harder than
the last. Mr. Hilton proposes to keep on
B oats.
the west side of Dead river the entire dis
C.
W . Barrett recently patterned ortance and build no bridges. He finds prac
marked out the planking for ten 16-foot tically no grades but easly curves. There
Rangeley boats.
He has patterns for will be no cuts or fills of more than eight
each strake of planking, there being nine feet. He says the line would be much like
on each side, no tw o being of the same that of the Kingfield & Dead River road.
shape; one pattern of course being used
for both sides of tho boat.
That Toad Story.
To pattern each piece a board is se
lected which is as near the length and
Several of our subscribers have been
curve of the pattern as possible. The pat trying to solve the problem of how the
tern is then laid on the board and a lead toad mentioned in “ A Toad S tory ” by
pencil marked around the pattern at both Wm. Wilcox, got into that maple tree,
sides and ends, and the piece is ready to and what it subsisted upon. One says
be sawed out.
perhaps the augur-hole found by Mr. W il
If the lines required to mark the plank cox might have extended quite through
ing for these ten boats were stretched out the diameter of the tree; and queries if it
in one continuous line they would reach a wouldn’ t have been possible that the toad
distance of 6480 feet or one mile and nearly entered the augur-hole from the opposite
one-fifth. Six thousand one hundred and side of the tree from which it appeared to
twenty feet of these lines must be followed Mr. Wilcox.
very closely with a saw to saw the strips
Another says: “ That toad must have
from the board. This is done with a lived on the sap of the tree. The maple
small circular saw, driven at a speed of must have been tapped some time pre
about 4,000 revolutions per minute by viously and the toad probably entered the
steam power. To prepare this planking augur-hole and the bark of the tree grew
ready for nailing together into the boat, over him.”
it must be handled over at least twelve
Another solves the problem this w'ise:
distinct times. To nail it together and “ Often old growth trees are hollow-heart
complete the boat requires on an average ed, having plenty of open space for several
•2,718 nails for each boat. Holes for each feet from the ground. That toad might
nail must be made with a brad awl or have entered a hollow cavity of the tree
small drill before the nail is driven The from the ground and ascended the rough
nails vary in length from
to 2% inches,
ft also requires 163 wood screws to com inside to the height of the knurl and
plete each boat, the screws being from % augur-hole, from which it was liberted by
to 2% inches long. All of the above lines Mr. Wilcox. As to subsistence it might
in marking the 6,480 feet were made with
one common round lead pencil—Eagle No. have eaten fungus growth found inside the
tree.”
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To the Editors of Rangeley Lakes:
“ Say old fellow, if you know a good
story, write it up for R a n g e l e y L a k e s ,
w on’ t you?”
Well, my dear editors, I sometimes do
write stories which are occasionally pro
nounced good ones by others, but I never
allow myself to call my own productions
“ good” until I have first subjected them
to the judgment of others; so of the qual
ity of this you must judge yourselves:
Late in the month of September last,
there went out from Rangeley village a
tall, lank-looking Yankee, accompanied by
an iron steed, bound for the happy sport
ing grounds of the Eustis section. - He was
off for a few days on a business-pleasuretrip; but within him beat a light heart,
and, although it was a half-cloudy day
with an occasional shower, he quietly and
pleasantly rode the wheel into the Dead
River country as though wafted in by the
autumn breeze on the wings of a bird.
The distance of 14 miles to Stratton was
covered in two hours and twenty minutes
from the Dead River Station on the P. &
R. R ’y. And after a short rest another
space of six miles (from Hotel at Stratton
to Shaw House, Eustis) was pedaled in 31
minutes, over as fine a road as is to be
found in Maine.
On arrival at Eustis, this same Yankee
was cordially, warmly and hospitably
greeted by Landlord Lambert of the Shaw
House, who, by the way, is an old and tried
friend of his’ n, and was made comfortable
for the night, which quickly came and was
decidedly chilly. But that open-fire of
Mr. Lambert’ s had the soothing ability to
thaw out some of the Eustis story tellers,
and the wheelman was led to believe that
indeed there existed, even within the vil
lage limits of that little hamlet behind
the hill, most every kind of wild animal
that is known in Maine.
Says one:
“ By swinnucks, I was out ’ n the field
’ hind the Coburn Hotise yisterday, and
what d’ ye think I seen?”
Said another, excitedly:
“ Don’ t know, mey be snakes!”
“ Yissiree I did! And that wasn’ t all.
Right out under the eaves uv that old
barn out thare was a whole menagerie uv
wild animiles—”
“ You don’ t say?” exclaimed the Yank,
feigning innocence just to lead him out.
“ G ol darned ef I don’ t,” says he, and
continued excitedly: “ In fust place thare’ s
that thare ole moose uv Joe St. Ober’ s
apeekin’ over the fence, an’ jus’ a little
north uv him by th’ east’ n part uv that
back lot stood Ike James’ ole b’ ar, right
up on his hind pins, an’ his ole iv ’ ry tusks
shined like a elephunt’s tush. An’ up
’ ginst that fence on the suth’ n side uv Bill
Blinkins’ lot wer’ tw o wolves eatin’ th’
remains uv the carcus uv that deer which
that old sport bro’ t in frum th’ north
side uv Bigelow t’ other day. An’ by
jinks right out ’ n th’ midst uv that liulla-balloo stood ole Dug holdin’ the hull
dum gang at bey with a old flint-lock gun
and a army canteen like what Pete Peachblow used in th’ late ‘ onpleasantness’—
Hold on Yank, don’ t faint, I’ ll finish th’
story in the mornin’ ; gut ter stop n'ow;
it’s meetin’ time,” and he shot out of the
door as quick as a flash of lightning.
Several by-standers listened with breath
less attention, and the “ spell” was only
broken by the advent of more guests, who
hailed from the sporting camps nearby.
Later in the evening the stage rolled in.
Driver Pickens had two half-frozen pas
sengers with him. But soon they, too,
were warmed by the glowing fire, and
plans were laid for the continuation of
their trips. One of the passengers, Mr.
Carpenter, was bound for Viles’ Tim Pond
Camps, and the other was undecided
where to go; so acquaintance was made
and a combined decision rendered to take
a buckboard for Tim Pond. Then all re
tired.
Next morning all, including the Yankee,

were driven by young Mr. Viles to that
beautiful home of trout—Tim Pond.
On arrival at the camps, they were
greeted pleasantly by Mr. Viles and his
assistants, and each assigned very pleas
ant quarters.
The ride of several miles over a wild
country and a wilder road, is enough to
whet an edge on any one’ s appetite, unless
completely dyspeptic, and the conditions
of things were such that Landlord Viles
knew exactly how to meet them, and all
dined in his large dining-room to complete
•satisfaction. Every thing was nicely
cooked, and there was an abundance of
it—no one will ever “ get a chance to kiss
the cook” for lack of food at Viles’ table.
Nowhere in the world did the Yankee ever
find better trout than is to be had at Tim
Pond.
After dinner a delightful time was en
joyed rowing and fishing, and in the even
ing interesting stories were told. A con
soling pipe of “ tob” was smoked and all
turned in to their respective cabins and
comfortable beds and enjoyed a com fort
able night’s rest.
Next morning was Sunday, and it was
as devoutly and peacefully passed as
though all were “ at home” outside.
Toward night, the Yank bid the others
adieu, for his limited time was fast grow 
ing less, and he struck out on foot and
alone, over the old Ken. Smith buckboard
road via Lookout Mountain and the
Smith Farm to the home of Moses Scrib
ner, the proprietor of the Barnard Ponds
Camps. On arrival there, Mr. Scribner
was fortunately found “ at home” and a
pressing invitation he gave the Yank to
accompany him on a visit to his camps,
for which he was to start that evening.
As the Yank had several letters on his
person which must be mailed to accommo
date Tim Pond guests, Mr. Scribner volun
teered to drive to Eustis with him, and
the letters were safely mailed that night,
and Moses and the Yank started out on
foot for the Barnard Ponds Camps, where
they arrived safely in the early evening.
’ Being old acquaintances, the hours, flew
by as if on an electric cable and it was
late ere they turned in for the night. But
when they did, ’ twas for peaceful repose,
indeed.
Many were the stories which Moses told
the Yank, and good ones, too. Would
like to tell them here, but space forbids
this time.
Next morning they were both out early,
and the Yank did some very satisfactory
fly-fishing with an “ alder pole” and a flyhook.
Right here let me say that at this place
several years ago, the editor of Wild
Woods Echo did some of the best fishing
of his lifetime, catching at that time 28
trout which weighed actually better than
a pound apiece on the average, some of
them 1)^ lbs. each. He used a light splitbamboo rod which was made for him by
Wheeler of Farmington, and the fish were
landed with a net-staff-and-bow combina
tion of Wheeler’ s make which the scribe
thinks is as near perfect as can be.
Early Monday afternoon the Yank bid
Mr. Scribner adieu, thanking him for his
generous hospitality, and struck out for
Eustis again afoot and alone as before,
covering the distance of about four miles
in a little overr an hour.
A t Eustis Mr. Lambert’ s hospitality
was truly generous and ample, and it is
only fitting that R a n g e l e y L A K E Sshould
extend thanks to him for so pleasantly
entertaining one of its representatives.
The Shaw House dining-room is com
pletely hung with sporting trophies which
show the skilled work of deft-handed taxi
dermists. Among the particularly inter
esting ones was a beauty of a deer set up
life size. The tables were loaded down
with nice edibles, which were inviting, in
deed, being served by Mrs. Lambert, the
hostess, herself.
A t Eustis your scribe was pleasantly
received by all, and the substantial tokens
they sent to the R a n g e l e y L a k e s office in
the way of orders for job printing, ought
firmly to clinch the nail of friendship be
tween th - people of the Dead River Coun
try and yourselves.
if this is acceptable, more anon.
“ Y a n k .”
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RANttELJKY LAKES
CRADLE SONG.

How They Pronounce Helena.

The pronunciation of the name, it is the
{Prom the Armenian of Raphael Pathas-ttfn.]
belief of the best authorities, is as the peo
This lullaby is a favorite in Armenia. Moth ple of Helena say it. Helena, Ark., is pro
ers sing their children to sleep with it along nounced with the accent on the second
the banks of the Euphrates and under the
syllable by the people who live there, but
shadow of Mount Ararat:
they may bo wrong. Saint Helena, an is
Nightingale, O leave our garden,
land named after Helena, the wife of ConWhere soft dews the blossoms steep,
stantius Chlorus and the mother of Con
With thy litanies melodious
stantine the Great, has undergone a
Come and sing my boy to sleep!
Nay, he sleeps not for thy chanting,
change, but the people of Rome called
And his weeping hath not ceased.
their empress as the people of Montana do
Come not, nightingale, my darling
the capital of the state.
Does not wish to be a priest!
Outside of the Pacific northwest few are
ever heard to say Hel-e-na. It is He-le-na
O thou thievish, clever jackdaw,
That in coin findst thy joy,
everywhere. It is related by a man who
With thy tales of gold and profit,
has been there that on the occasion of a
Come and soothe m y wailing boyl
recent visit to Boston he was introduced
Nay, thy chatter does not lull him.
to a young woman of culture and educa
And his crying is not staid.
tion as "M r. Blank of Montana, away out
Come not, jackdaw, for m y darling
we^t. ’ ’
Will not choose the merchant’s trade!
"Indeed," she said with growing inter
Wild dove, leave the fields and pastures,
est. "A n d may I ask what part of the
Where thou grievest all day lo n g;
state?"
Come and bring m y boy sweet slumber
"From IIel-e-na," he replied, as a cul
With thy melancholy song!
tured Montanian would.
Still he weeps. Nay, come not hither,
She seemed to feel sorry for his dense ig
Plaintive songster, for I see
norance. " You mean He-le-na," she said,
That he loves not lamentations,
And no mourner w ill he be.
dealing as gently as she could with tho
man from tho west without allowing him
Leave thy chase, brave hearted falcon;
to go on in darkness.
Haply he thy song would hear,
He did not tell her he ought to know.
And the boy lay hushed and slumbered,
But he felt that way.— Helena (Mon.) In 
With the war notes in his ear.
—Alice Stone Blackwell in Boston Transcript.
dependent.

PiE FOR BREAKFAST.
M r. Glimby’s Views on This Subject, Based
on a Personal Test.

“ I read awhile ago," said Mr. Glim by,
'“ that of the pies consumed in New York
very much less than 1 per cent were eaten
at breakfast; that the pies seen ea-\
.he
morning in the bakeries were pruduced to
supply the lundheon and midday dinner
demand, but that of those that were eaten
for breakfast the greatest number were
apple.
"Every morning to insure my getting a
breath of fresh air before breakfast I go
out for the newspaper and for fresh rolls
for breakfast. Mornings when I have
been a little late I have seen at the baker’s
rows of the freshly baked pies for the
earlier trade of the day, those with top
crusts and such pies as pumpkin and cus
tard, too, having that delicate glisten
that pertains only to pie that is freshly
baked. They had always attracted me. I
had long desired personally to test the
merits of pie as an article of breakfast
food, and the other morning I bought two.
“ Remembering what I had read about
the apple pie, and remembering also that
a common preference is apt to be not with
out sound reason, I bought an apple. Fol
lowing my own fancy for an additional pie,
I bought a pumpkin. These two pies,
both yet warm from the oven, I carried
home for breakfast. A little later I found
them set forth invitingly in front of my
place at the table.
"Well, they were very good, appetizing,
tasty, nice, agreeable in the eating, but I
don’t want any more pie for breakfast for
a long time. Most of us have habits
about our meals. My own habit is to eat
lightly at breakfast. A couple of rolls and
a cup of coffee gradually diluted as I ap
proach the end of it with half a cup of
milk furnish for me an ample and stimu
lating breakfast. So it may be said that
I, a light eater early in the day, am not
the proper person to test pie, for I find it
much too hearty a food for me for break
fast, but I find another objection that is
much stronger and which I fancy is shared
by many others, and that is its sweetness.
It is a cloying food. We want for break
fast simple food or tho juices of fruits and
meats. Sweets are for the end of the day,
when the day’s work is done."— New York
Sun.
_______

Burma and Buddhism.

Burma is a country dominated by an
idea, or rather a set of ideas, which owe
their origin to the influence of Buddhism.
The Burman holds the view that this life
is a sorry thing at the best and that the
wisest course is, therefore, to get through
it with as little care, worry and anxiety as
possible. The world is nevertheless at the
same time full of good things, which all
can enjoy. Therefore why toil for wealth,
which brings only a burden of care in its
train? Why strain every nerve when posses
sion means the anxiety to hold and pre
serve? The bounteous earth supplies rice
for the needs of all her children, and while
there are love and laughter and gayety to
solace us, while leisure can be secured and
peace maintained, let us enjoy and be
happy. Here we strike the keynote of the
life of the Burmans. Strangers call them
lazy, but they are not idle except on prin
ciple. They can work splendidly when
they choose, but they have long ago de
cided that to turn the world into a work
shop, to toil incessantly for a mere sub
sistence, or in order to gather up riches, is
folly, as doing so destroys the pleasure of
existence. As soon as a farmer has made
a little money by selling his crop ho gives
a play, or pwee, to his town or village.—
Cornhiil Magazine.
A Contrast.

This is a baby. It is a girl baby. How
sloppy its chin is! How red its eyesi What
horrid contortions it makes with its face!
See how strangely it kicks! How like a
demon it yells! Yet in a few short years
some man will be half crazed with wild
suspense, worshiping the very air this be
ing breathes, devoutly kneeling at her feet
and frantically begging for one word, one
pressure of the hand, even a look which
will give him hope.— London Tit-Bits.
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RANGELEY LAKES.
THE PRESIDENTIAL HAND
May Once More Be Grasped By
the Visitor to the National
Capital.
[Special Correspondence of R a n g eley L akes ] .

W a s h in g t o n . D. C., Mar. 24, 1896.—
President Cleveland’s resumption of his
midday public receptions after a suspen
sion of two years, is highly gratifying to
many visitors to Washington, if to nobody
else, and it only takes him about ten min
utes to dispose of the several hundred
people who congregate in the East Room
three times a week to shake hands with
him. Of course everybody who comes to
Washington doesn’t have a desire to shake
hands with the President, and there are
probably thousands who were born here
who have never taken the trouble to go to
the White House to shake hands with any
President, but there are also many thou
sands who consider a visit to the National
Capital incomplete unless they shake
hands with the President. The grumbling
of these thousands, expressed to White
House employes, has been loud and deep
during the suspension of this great Ameri
can privilege. However, come on, brethren.
I t ’s all right now. The Presidential paw
is again in reach of all.
Whether the dinner and reception in
honor of Secretary and Mrs. Olney, given
by the British Ambassador, be regarded
as a diplomatic affair, connected with the
Venezuelan negotiations, or a purely so
cial function, it was one of the most bril
liant entertainments ever held in Wash
ington in Lent. The reception began at
10 o’clock and continued until after mid
night. One of the most noted guests was
Sir Stafford Northcote, M. P., once Lord
Salisbury’s private secretary, and be
lieved to be here now as his personal
representative. Mr. Andrade, the Vene
zuelan minister, was also a guest. His
country isn’t on speaking terms with that
of the British Ambassador, but he and
the Ambassador are good friends.
While about seven-tenths of the women
of society have gone stark mad on bicycle
riding Mrs. Cleveland continues to take
her exercise in the old way— walking. She
spends at least an hour each day, weather
permitting, in outdoor walking, and to
this exercise she attributes her good health
and spirits. She knows how to walk, too,
and that is more than can be said of
many women.
Not a few of those who received invita
tions to attend a reception at the French
Embassy, this week, were positively
shocked, and mind you, it takes something
to shock people in these days, when so
many things are done without a thought
of anything improper that would have
been the death of our grandmothers.
The French Ambassador and Mme. Pateuotre are popular, but Mme. Patenotre’s
American instinct should have told her
that it was putting a strain upon that
popularity to send American ladies invita
tions to meet Sarah Bernhardt socially.
However, that is just what was done.
M. and Mme. Patenotre had good taste
enough to confine the invitations to the
dinner which preceded the reception to
members of the diplomatic corps. The
reception was q«ite largely attended by
men, but American ladies were scarce.
Everybody concedes that Sarah Bernhardt
is a great actress, but her long career of
open defiance of morality, as understood
by our women, has prevented her i*eceiving
social recognition to any extent during
her many tours in this country. Some of
those who were invited to meet her were
inclined to regard it as an insult offered
them, but most of them simply ignored
the matter because M. Patenotre is a
Frenchman and naturally his ideas differ
from ours about such things.
The law students of Columbian Univer
sity thought to trick Justice Harlan, of the
Supreme Court, who lectures to them, into
oxpressing an opinion, in the course of his
last lecture, upon a question that is per
plexing some of our best legal minds.

When Justice Harlan mounted the rostrum
to deliver his reglar lecture the following
written questions was handed to him:
“ What is the effect of a concurrent reso
lution passed by both House of Congress;
and whether it is required that it shall
receive the signature of the President be
fore becoming operative?”
After care
fully reading the paper the justice pushed
his spectacles back and with a you-can’tcatch-me look on his face proceeded to say
that the questions were too closely con
nected with current legislative matters to
make it advisable or prudent for him to
express an opinion, as the Supreme Court
might have to pass upon them. He said
that so far as he knew the status of a
concurrent resolution had never been de
fined by the Supreme Court. The interest
of the students is explained by the Cuban
concurrent resolutions.
Mr. Baldwin, the new Assistant Secre
tary of State, is so pleasantly domiciled
in Baltimore that he will not for the pres
ent remove his residence to Washington.
This is a matter of regret in social circles,
as Mrs. Baldwin, while a guest of Mrs.
Cleveland, made many friends who wish to
get an opportunity to know her better and
to enjoy the pleasure of having her sing as
often as possible. Those who have heard
her sing say that she has a finer voice than
many professionals of reputation. One
man was heard to express the opinion that
she sung her husband into his present posi
tion, an unusually prominent one for so
young a man to hold: but, of course, that
was merely a bit of exaggeration.
A Year W ithout A Summer.

Talking of extraordinary and unseason
able weather, the following is an extract
from a newspaper of the year 1816, and
may be interesting:
January was mild, so much so as to ren
der fires almost needless in sitting rooms.
December, the mon th immediately preced
ing this, was very cold.
February was not cold; with the excep
tion of a few days it was mild, and same
as January.
March was cold and boisterous the first
half of it, the remainder of it was mild; a
great freshet on the Ohio and Kentucky
rivers caused great loss of property.
April began warm and grew colder as
the month advanced, and ended with snow
and ice, with a temperature more like win
ter than spring.
May was more remarkable for frowns
than smiles; buds were frozen; ice formed
half an inch in thickness; corn was killed,
and the fields were again and again re
planted until deemed too late.
June was the coldest ever known in this
latitude; frost, ice and snow were com
mon; snow several inches often. Almost
every green herb was killed, fruit nearly
all destroyed; snow fell to the depth of
ten inches in Vermont, and also in Maine
and three inches in the State of New York
and in Massachusetts.
July was accompanied by frost and ice
on the 4th. Ice formed throughout New
England, New York and Pennsylvania;
Indian corn killed; this was true of some
of the hill farms of Massachusetts.
August was more cheerless, if possible,
than the summer months already passed;
ice was formed half an inch thick; Indian
corn was so frozen that the greater part
of it was cut down for fodder; almost
everything green was destroyed, both in
this country and Europe. Papers received
from England said, it will be remembered
by the present generation that the year
1816 was a year in which there was no
summer. Farmers supplied themselves
from corn produced in 1815 for seed in the
spring of 1817. It sold for from four to
five dollars a bushel.
September gave two weeks of the mild
est weather of the year, but soon after the
middle it became cold and frosty, ice form
ing a quarter of an inch in thickness.
October produced more than its usual
share of frost, cold and ice.
November came in cold and blustering;
snow fell and good sleighing.

December was mild and pleasant.
same material of which these three bridges
Thus the summer of 1816 was noted for mentioned were constructed, and though
its frosts every month of the year. The it was moved a little, it is all right.”
sun’s rays seemed destitute of heat,
through the summer; all nature was clad
A Reign of Terror.
in a sable hue, and people exhibited no There is horror too prolific in the jargon scien
little anxiety concerning the future of
tific which disturbs the mood pacific
this life.
Of the ordinary man:
If the remainder of the year follows as In these awful tales that thrill us of a bugaboo
bacillus that is hiding near to kill us
closely as this much of ’96 has, we’ll have
If by any chance they can.
two “years without summer.”
SOUTH AFRICAN CRABS.
They Climb Cocoauut T rees and Feast
Upon Their Product[Cincinnati Enquirer;.

South Africa has of late bounded into
sudden prominence owing to the gold and
diamond discoveries, and not a few Amer
icans have gone to that country, some of
them have returned. Recently an Eqnuier
reporter met one of these wandering ad
venturers, and this is the half comical but
interesting tale which he spun about a
crab. His name (the story teller’s name,
not the crab’s) is T . H. Newcome. He
gave his residence as Dayton, but after
hearing his tale the reporter feels warran
ted in expressing grave doubts as to the
truth of anything the man says. However,
here is Mr. Newcome’s story:
“ They have a crab out there that climbs
the cocoanut trees and bites off the nuts
and lets them fail to the ground. Then
he backs down the tree and eats the fruit.
The natives who inhabit the regions in
fested by this ill-conditioned crab are well
aware that the lower potions of the crab’s
anatomy is soft and sensitive, and
they believe that the crustacean was thus
constructed in order that he might know
when he had reached the ground, and
when, consequently, he might with safety
release his grasp of the trunk. So what
they do in order to stop the depredations,
which often ruin the cocoanut crop, is
this: While the crab is engaged in nipping
off cocoanuts they climb half way up the
trees and there drive a rcw of long nails
right around the tree, allowing an inch or
so of the nails to project. The crab has
no knowledge of distance, nor yet of the
fitness of things. As he descends, the sensi
tive part of his body suddenly touches the
nails. Thinking he has reached the ground
he naturally lets go. Instantly he falls
backward and cracks his own shell on the
ground.”
The Maine Central and the Late Flood.

Speaking of the Maine Central’s loss by
the late flood, General Manager Payson
Tucker said:. “ We are affected chiefly by
the loss of traffic, but we shall recover
most of it. The Maine Central’s actual
loss by the freshet has been no greater
than would be involved by a great snow
storm. We lost not one of our long
bridges across the big rivers. Considering
the gihat destruction of highway bridges
and the great damage to factories throughout the State, that the Maine Central
should come out of it so well shows that
the bridges and roadbed are solidly built.
“ In 1872 we built two iron bridges across
the Kennebec at Waterville and one across
the Androscoggin at Brunswick. We
thought then these bridges were something
extraordinary, but, while they were amply
strong for train service, they were not
suited to withstand a cloudburst. Last
week’s flood would have swept them down
like pasteboard.
“ About 18 months ago we completed
the replacing of those bridges with the
present structures, which are as heavy as
any in the country. If one of those long
bridges had gone out it would have left a
gap that would have required months to
fill. It would have been an especial calam
ity if the bridge across the Kennebec, just
beyond Waterville, had fallen, because
that would have completely shut off traffic
with the eastern part of the State. But
those three bridges, with logs, ice and
debris pounding against them, stood as
firm as the rock of Gibralter. The bridge
at Lewiston was strengthened with the

N ot a single chance it misses; it is lurking in
our blisses; it is even in the kisses
That delight a leap year dream:
In the air are microbes floating; in the w ater
they are gloating: fiendish vigilance devot
ing
To their weird, malicious scheme.
Oh, ye philosophic sages, we were happy all
these ages while these animals outrageous
Unsuspected flourished here:
And although, just for the present, we with
stand their siege incessant, we run other
risks unpleasant,
For w e’re almost dead with fear

— W a sh in g to n

S ta r .

Wolves in the E astern States.
[Shooting and Fishing],

From time to time, with considerable
frequency, reports of the presence of wolves
in some of the eastern states appear in
newspapers, and one might believe that
there are many of these animals still in
existence within the territory named.
Unreliable guides and woodsmen are
mainly responsible for the reports, accord
ing to our observations, and the incau
tious news gatherer speedily disseminates
these i’eports.
There seems to be an idea existing in the
minds of some guides that if they report
the noting of wolf tracks, or perhaps tell
ofc seeing a band of wolves, they will
secure a great reputation as a keen and
mighty woodsmen.
The habitat of our big game greatly in
terests us, and for many years we have
sought to gather such information as we
could on this subject; many times have we
endeavored to verify statements as to the
presence of wolves in the eastern states,
but with disappointing results. We find
far more reliable data by referring to the
office of the State Treasurer, from whence
the bounties for the killing of such animals
are usually paid. The report of the State
Treasurer of Maine for 1895 shows that
there was one wolf killed in the State
during that year, for which a bounty was
paid. This single specimen was killed at
Andover, and is said to be the only wolf
killed in Maine for many years. Possibly
there may be a straggling specimen killed
some time in the future, but from the
trustworthy sources from which we have
gathered information on this subject, we
are led to believe that the wolf is practi
cally extinct in the New England states.
The New York Herald, in a long article
dealing with the game of Maine, maintains
that the old-time enemies of the deer,
wolves and panthers, are again working
into the State, and that they may again
become a source of much danger to
antlered game. We do not believe that
there is much basis of fact for the anxiety
expressed by the Herald in this matter.
The State is more thoroughly hunted now
than it ever was before and if there were
wolves and panthers in numbers sufficient
to cause much damage among the large
game, the hunters would know something
about it. As it is, it is very seldom that
any hunter reports seeing a wolf, much
less a panther, and as for the killing of
one of these animals the occurrence is rare
indeed.— W a t e r v i l l e M a i l .
Death of Thomas Hughes.
Mar. 23.— Thomas Hughes, Q.
C., author of “ Tom Brown’s School
Days.” “ Tom Brown at Oxford,” etc.,
and founder or the British settlement of
Rugby, Tennessee, which did not prove
successful, is dead.
L ondon,

John R. Toothaker’s black
“ Black Lightning,” is a beauty.

pacer,
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Ned Churchill has been confined to his
These bright, sunny days are settling
Miss Bertha Badger, of Phillips, is visit
the snow very rapidly.
house by illness.
ing her sister. Mrs. J. D. Huntoon.
J. A. Russell is finishing off an office in
Rehearsals for “ A King’s Daughter”
The Rangeley town reports are being
Society Notes, Rangeley.
have commenced in earnest.
printed at the office of R angeley Lakes .
Saturday. Mar. 28, Regular meeting Rangeley one side of his store.
Commandery N o. 408, Order of the Golden
Al. Sprague went as far as Kennebago
Warden Huntoon and Al. Sprague made
W ill Grant, Ed. Lowell and Rufe
Cross. Meet in Church Vestry.
with the Seven Pond party.
a trip to Redington Thursday.
Crosby started Tuesday morning for
Wednesday p. m.. Apr. 1, Regular meeting
Arthur Arnburg, of Kennebago, was
Melvin Tibbetts’ five children are all Seven Ponds.
W . C. T. U.. at the Library.
sick with the whooping cough.
down to the village Saturday.
Notices are posted for the annual church
Society Notes, Phillips.
The pile of birch at the steam mill has
Natt Ellis, the barber, has received an meeting at the vestry Saturday evening,
Monday, Apr. 13, Regular meeting Mt. Abram been growing very fast of late.
order for five dozen boxes of his shampoo. March 28th at 7 o’clock.
Lodge, N o. 65, A . O. U . W . Hall in Bates
The selectmen have been in session at
After
next
Tuesday
evening
the
stores
Young Mr. Bisbee, of Woodstock, as
Block.
sisted in the services at Union Church the Town-house this week, revising the
Tuesday, Mar. 31. Mt. Saddleback Lodge. I. O. will be open six nights in the week.
voting lists and getting ready for the
O. F.. N o. 92. Hah, Beal Block.
The children of Walter Oakes and Chas. Sunday.
Wednesday, Apr. 1, Regular Commumeaion, Huntoon are sick with the whooping
Mr. Albert Haley went to Farmington annual town meeting.
Blue Mountain Lodge, N o. 67, F . & A . M.. cough.
Thursday, returning Friday with his wife
Annual Parish Meeting.
at Masonic Hall.
David Hoar has been elected president and child.
Thursday, Apr. 2, Regular meeting Cushman
The annual Parish Meeting of the church
Mrs. Ed. Gross and a friend drove over in Rangeley will be held in the church
Post, N o. 87, G. A . R.. at Grange Hall, at of the Y . P. S. C. E., vice Augustus Hoar,
deceased.
from Stratton Monday, retuiming the Vestry on Saturday evening March 28, ’96.
2.00 P. M.
Thursday, Apr. 2, Regular meeting W om an ’s
The “ Kineganet” is taking on definite same day.
at 7 o’clock r. m ., for the purpose of
Relief Corps at Grange Hall, C.30 P. M.
shape, and will soon begin to look like a
The road from Rangeley to Phillips is choosing officers and making arrange
Saturday, Mar. 28, North Franklin Grange, N o.
steamboat.
now in as good condition as it has been ments for preaching for the ensuing year.
186, Patrons of Husbandry, at Grange Hall.
These meetings in the past have been very
The Y . P. S. C. E. are planning on an for the winter.
Election.
Saturday, Mar. 28, Regular meeting Phillips entertainment to be held in the vestry in
Monday night’s train brought the mail poorly attended whether for the reason
Commandery, N o. 402, Order of the Gold the near future.
and Tuesday morning’s train took the that the people did not realize the import
en Cross. Bates Hall. Election.
ance of their presence or for some other
W ill Sprague and family have taken a out-going mail.
temporary rent in the “ Raymond build
The proposed Easter service for the reason. It is surely the duty of all to be
ing” on Main street.
Sunday School has been given up on ac present and have a voice in the matter.
Come everybody and assist in a matter
Rufus Porter was out Wednesday, for count of the whooping cough.
which should morally concern every
the
first
time
since
his
recent
illness.
He
is
Mrs.
Chas.
Hamlin
and
son,
Jasper,
who
Mrs. C. F. Huntoon is seriously ill.
citizen.
Mrs. L. E. Bowley has been ill this gaining very fast and will soon be all right have been visiting her father, Chas. Pills
again.
«,
bury, returned to Phillips, Tuesday.
Redington Notes.
week.
Mrs. J. D. Huntoon was over to the
There are several matched pairs of Mrs. Carey Leavitt went to Phillips.
J. Ardine Blake, of Farmington, is in
village Tuesday. It was the first time
horses in town that ought to induce out Thursday.
town.
she has been able to ride out for several
side parties to examine with intent to
The spring goods are beginning to months.
Messrs. Gilman and Goodwin were in
buy.
town Wednesday night.
arrive.
Archie V. Pillsbury, a boy nine years of
Game Warden Huntoon was over in
An ice boat seen on Haley pond Wed age, hauled in two cords of white birch to
Deck Huntoon, Game Warden from
the Dead River region Wednesday looking
nesday.
the steam mill Tuesday, which beats the after some reported violators of the game Rangeley was in the settlement, Tuesday.
Hon. Joel Wilbur, of Phillips, is in town record to date.
It was 8 below zero at the Station
laws.
Tuesday morning, and it wasn’t much
this week.
We learn that several new cottages are
It is reported in Rangeley that the warmer at noon.
Three new saws have been placed in the to be built on the shores of Oquossoc F. & M. train got to Carrabassett last
Lake the coming season. Glad to see Friday night, for the first time since the
The “ log train” held the right of way
steam-mill.
Tuesday and the “ special freight” had a
Otto, little son of Mr. and Mrs. Frank such a promising outlook.
late freshet.
wait of an hour and a half.
The steam-mill will probably start up
Nile, is quite ill.
E. I. Herrick, while in Boston recently,
About 65 boarders at the hotel, so says
Mrs. Minnie Smith is much improved in the saws very soon after Mr. Larrabee took a special course at the Massachusetts
andMr. Groverretuiai from down the line of
health this week.
College of Embalming, and has received his Manager Graffam. They present an ani
railroad, where they seem to be found out diploma as a graduate embalmer.
mated sight when gathered about the
Herman Huntoon brought the mail from
by the ice-blockade.
“ festive board.”
Phillips, Sunday.
“ Bright-colored straws and ribbons
Geo. Church made a quick trip from the will predominate in this spring’s hats,”
Ditchers are at work all along the line
Ed. Hinkley bought a horse of Deck
Mountain View to Rangeley and back says a local milliner. “ As to shapes,” of the road and if there no more heavy
Huntoon last week.
Monday night. It was only an hour and
snow storms, there will not be many
Rangeley Town meeting will be next fifteen minutes from the time he was called she continued, “ they will be varied, but more freeze-ups to delay travel.
not
running
to
extremes
in
width
or
Monday, March 30th.
till he was back at the house again.
height.”
The paper-hangers are busy at the new
Dallas.
What is the reason Rangeley wouldn’t
Ed. Lowell came-into this office one day
Rangeley Lake House.
George Moore has finished work for
be a good location for a poulterer, who is
last week, bringing with him a live bird George Oakes.
Charlie Keyo returned Monday night experienced in artificial rearing of chicks?
of the owl specie, which he called a “ SawThe many hotels in this section ought to
from a trip to Boston.
George Oakes is at work for Gilbert
whet.” He captured it on Eben Hinkley’s
consume
the
entire
product
of
such
a
K. W. Oakes is driving a nice looking
piazza. It is to be mounted and placed Oakes this week.
chicken factoty. Say, gentlemen, where with other valued trophies of Mr.
black colt in his double hitch.
Ruel Wilcox was out from Redington.
Saturday.
Geo. M. Esty has been engaged at the do you purchase your supply of broilers?
Lowell’s.
Supt. Davis came in Monday night and
Mountain View the past week.
There is a small tin box at Lucian
Lots of fine stepping young colts and
Huntoon & Oakes’ team went to Phillips again Tuesday night with the regular horses are seen on our street. Among Oakes’ house containing 13 teeth, which
train. He informs us that the Maine Cen them are some owned by Mr. Hano and his father, John Oakes, pulled for himself
with passengers last Saturday.
tral bridge at Farmington, is now open
Benj. Davis, of Farmington, has been for trains and that the Redington Lumber driven by Ira Hoar; one owned by Gerry with a waxed end. There is a dark streak
Proctor can step out a little, and is as around each tooth that shows how they
in town this week selling honey.
Co. will begin shipping lumber this week.
pretty as a picture. Then W. S. Butler were extracted.
E. I. Herrick and Lewis Bowley have re They now have over sixty cars loaded.
draws the ribbons over a number of nice
turned from their trip to Boston.
Mrs. W. L. Butler entertained a party ones.
BORN.
Mr. Bisbee, of Woodstock, took charge of friends at whist Tuesday evening.
Rangeley people are anxiously awaiting
of the prayer meeting, Sunday night.
Phillips, March 19th, to the wife of Mr. Fre
There were three tables, the play being the return of Messi’s. Grant and Tibbetts,
The King’s Daughters met with Miss progressive. Mrs. H. A. Furbish won et als., from the late Sportsmen’s Exposi mont Scamman, a son.
Rangeley, March 22, to the wife of Mr. H. L.
Annie Thompson last Monday evening.
first honors and the booby prize was tion at Madison Square Garden, New
Dennison, a son.
Mrs. H. A. Furbish has been slightly ill earned by— well, he’s a good fellow, so we York, which was held from the 16th to 21st
this week with a touch of the German won’t give him away. Refreshments were inst., inclusive. We are in hopes to learn
served and the evening passed very lots about the show that will be interest
measles.
ing.
Harley Patterson is out from the Red pleasantly.
Mr. John Nutting came very near losing
ington woods, where he has been at work
The wonderful things The Boston Her
his pair of horses, in the lake, one day re ald has been doing for the children of New
this winter.
Lulu May Hereick celebrated her twelfth cently. They broke through the ice, and England reaches a climax in the produc Wishes to inform the people of Rangeley and
birthday, last Saturday. Thirteen of her had it not been for several gentlemen who tion of a country circus with The Sunday
chanced to be passing that way “ just in Herald of March 29, 1S96. Unlike the old
little friends were present.
vicinity that he has
the nick of time,” the team would have
Daniel Hoar went to Skowhegan last sunk in deep water in the Oquossoc. time article, The Boston Herald circus
week to make arrangements for moving “ ’Twas a hair-breadth escape,” said will produce every feature advertised.
Our readers will be more than wise to
his family there next month.
John.
order their Boston Heralds quite early.
Mr. A. G. Conant, who has been work
The P. & R. has had another “ tie up” The local dealer has had difficulty in sup
ing on the Rangeley Lake House, has re on account of ice. The rain of Tuesday plying the demand of late. Tho Easter
turned to his home in Strong.
O ld
again flooded the track and Friday night edition of The Boston Sunday Herald
D A N A ’S Sarsaparilla is not only the best it was frozen solid. Supt. Davis worked will be published next Sunday, March 29.
of all remedies for the Nerves, Liver, from Phillips Saturday, and reached the It will show newspaper enterprise at its
Kidneys, Stomach, and Blood, but i f n o top of Sluice hill. Sunday they got to best. Eight pages will be devoted to ex On Main Street, where he will be pleased to
b e n e fit, y o u c a n g e t y o u r m o n e y b a c k .
The Redington and the Rangeley crew picked quisite illnstrations, in colors and half
same guarantee applies to D a n a ’ s Pills, their way two miles. Monday the line tone. There will be poems and stories
meet his old customers, and welcome
Cough Syrup and Plasters. For sale by was once more open and a train was sent suited to Eastertide, together with all the
to Phillips, returning in the evening.
news and a multitude of striking features.
J o h n H a l e y . Agent.
new ones.
AMONG THE ORDERS.

Local Paragraphs.
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